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Product Name: NuLucent 

Manufacturer: Nuvite Chemicals 

Country of Origin: USA 

Product Description. 

Plexiglas, Plastic or any transparent surface cleaner. 
 
Directions for use. 

1.Apply thin layer of NuLucent as is (do not dilute) with aviation-grade 
window wipes to cover target area. 
2. Allow NuLucent to completely dry on surface. 
3. Remove NuLucent with clean window wipe. 
4. Rewipe with clean window wipe to remove any dust. 
 
Stubborn Insect Removal. 

 
1.Apply slightly thicker layer of NuLucent as is (do not dilute) with 
aviation-grade window wipes to saturate and soften bug residue. 
2. Allow NuLucent to completely dry on surface. 
3. Remove NuLucent with foam finishing pads on orbital buffer. 
4. Wipe with clean window wipe to remove any dust. 
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Safety & storage. 

Full guidance on the handling and disposal of this product is provided in a separate Safety Data 
Sheet (SDS). Only for professional users/specialists. Store in original closed containers away from 
extremes of temperature. To avoid the risk of using out of date product, ensure that batch numbers 
are recorded and stock is clearly labelled and rotated. Keep in a dry place. 

 

COSHH: PPE:  
Concentrate  

PPE: 
RFU Working Solution (Suggested) 
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